RE: CALM Act Compliance

The Commercial Advertising Loudness Mitigation Act became enforceable by the Federal Communications Commission. This law requires networks to normalize commercial advertising to the same loudness as programs.

This letter serves to satisfy that the Quest Network, LLC is CALM Act compliant with the applicable Federal Communications Commission requirements effective February 1, 2018. The Quest Network signal is transmitted via IP by way of an Amagi Media Labs server which has installed, and is operating, Rhozet audio processing equipment as a part of the signal path of the Quest Network. Amagi’s use of the aforementioned equipment is meant to provide loudness control for all commercial advertisements included in the Quest Network program feed.

Notification will be sent if and when this practice changes, as required. I hereby certify that the foregoing is true and accurate. Executed on February 1, 2015.

Brian Weiss
President and General Manager